
          FRIDAY, 29/12/23 

 

R2 BEAUMONT-DE-LOMAGNE [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE FLEURANCE - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 

20.000  

 
1. IGOR DE LA MORELLE - Yet to taste victory and has had fifty three attempts. Others are 
preferred 

2. ICARE ELJI - A Mounted event winner four runs back and third in latest a harness event. Is fit 
and should be thereabouts 

3. HONEY SIXTY ONE - Only competed once this year in a Mounted event. Remains barefoot 
and can get involved 

4. INES DE SUBLIGNY - A surprise winner that has run four times since winning and all 
unplaced. Remains barefoot 

5. INSUS - This will be the fifth run back and should be fitter. Disqualified two of last four and this 
must change but can contest the finish 

6. INCUDINE - Competed in only one Mounted event this year and was disqualified. Would be a 
shock winner 

7. IMHOTEP DE FREDLAU - Has disqualification issues and when last at this track placed fifth. 
Has been disqualified last three and this must change 

8. HURRICANE OF LOVE - A winner back in July who has been disqualified twice in last three 
attempts 

9. INDIAN MYSTIC - Reverts to barefoot. Placed third in latest over this track and trip. Has 
disqualification issues but has the means to fight for victory 

10. HONORE LE FOL - Been competing in Harness events and has little Mounted form to work 
with. Place at best 

11. GOODNESS - Reverts to barefoot. Placed fourth in a Mounted event i penultimate and can at 
best challenge for the places 

12. HISTOIRE DE JAVA - Has not been in the best of form and is best to pass by. Disqualified in 
last Mounted event 

13. IANINA DES BORDES - A runner up in latest Mounted event. In good form and ought to be a 
big player again 

14. HAPPY DE NARMONT - Remains barefoot. Seldom far off them and similar can be 
expected. Can have a say 

Summary : IANINA DES BORDES (13) was runner-up in a Mounted race last time out and can 
go one better this time. INDIAN MYSTIC (9) has disqualification issues but ran well when third 
last time out and can do even better this time. INSUS (5) is hard to trust but is also capable of 
contesting the finish. HONEY SIXTY ONE (3) has scope for improvement in Mounted races and 
can improve. 
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SELECTIONS 

IANINA DES BORDES (13) - INDIAN MYSTIC (9) - INSUS (5) - HONEY SIXTY ONE (3) 
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C2 - PRIX D'AUCH - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. KETTY DU BREUCQ - A winner this month at the seventh attempt. In a weak field can have a 
say 

2. KALVIA DU PADOUENG - A bit in and out of form that is unreliable. Has two recent places 
and similar can be expected. Not out of it 

3. KALPINA ORIENTALE - Improved last two efforts when third. Has sufficient means to fight for 
victory 

4. KAISER DU CHATELET - A winner of latest at the tenth attempt. Ought to be in the final 
shake-up and challenge for victory 

5. KATE DES OLIVIERS - Last two placed fifth and similar can be expected.Seldom far off them 
and can place 

6. KSAR BLUE BOCAIN - A runner up when last at this track in September. Disqualified twice 
since then. 

7. KENSINGTON GARDENS - Has not placed in recent efforts and at best has place prospects 

8. KHEOPS DU VAAL - Seldom far off them and is yet to win but can have a say in this lineup 

9. KALINEO PENEME - Made debut last month and was unplaced. Open to improvement second 
time at the track 

10. KRAK DE DOMPIERRE - Yet to place and would be a shock winner. Others are preferred 

11. KARANGADA - Been on a break since June and will probably need the run. 

12. KHAN D'ENFER - Only had the two attempts to date and both have been poor. Others are 
preferred 

Summary : KAISER DU CHATELET (4) has taken a while to get his first win but could follow up 
against these rivals. KHEOPS DU VAAL (8) has yet to win but has done enough to be a danger 
to these competitors. KALPINA ORIENTALE (3) has shown improvement of late and should 
contest the finish. KALVIA DU PADOUENG (2) is a bit unreliable but is also not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

KAISER DU CHATELET (4) - KHEOPS DU VAAL (8) - KALPINA ORIENTALE (3) - KALVIA 

DU PADOUENG (2) 
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C3 - PRIX DE GRENADE-SUR-GARONNE - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - 

Harness - EUR € 17.500  

 
1. JADE RENARDIER - A winner of latest for the second career victory and this will be the third 
run back from a break. Should make a bold bid 

2. JEUNE ET JOLIE - Seldom far off them and similar can be expected.More needed to win but 
can contest the finish 

3. JOYEUSE DE LAVANCE - A bit in and out of form and unreliable.At best can place. Was a 
runner-up in penultimate 

4. JALNA DU PALAIS - Reverts barefoot. A winner last month that placed fifth in latest. Ought to 
be thereabouts 

5. JOLYNANJA - Unplaced this year and would be a shock winner. Others are preferred 

6. JOLIE DE JEGUN - Remains barefoot. One victory and three places from eighteen stats. 
Place at best 

7. JEZABEL DE LORGERE - Poor form of late and will need to improve to make the frame. Pass 
by 

8. JESSIE RITAL - Remains barefoot. Has five places from twenty eight starts. Others are 
preferred 

9. JALISA - A penultimate start winner that followed up with a fifth in a class G event and can 
place 

10. JAPAN GIRL - If ignoring last start which was disqualified is seldom far off them and can get 
involved 

11. JOLIETTA BELLA - Remains barefoot. Since winning in August has not been in the frame. 
Been disqualified in three of last four but is not completely out of it 

12. JAVA DE L'ETRE - Remains barefoot. Disqualified last two and this will need to change 
before selecting 

13. JIRELLA DU LOISIR - Placed five times from eighteen starts. Was a runner up three runs 
back and can get involved 

14. JOYEUSE DU LORAULT - Remains barefoot. Placed third in latest a class G event and 
similar can be expected 

15. JENNY GIRL - A runner up in two of last four and similar can be expected. 

16. JOLIE MOME DUEM - Remains barefoot. A winner of latest for the third time. Last five run 
have been top three and ought to be right there at the finish once again 

Summary : JADE RENARDIER (1) is getting fitter and won well last time out and she has a 
bright chance of following up and scoring again. JOLIE MOME DUEM (16) has been very 
consistent of late and won well last time out. She is a danger. JEUNE ET JOLIE (2) is usually not 
far off them at the finish so has to be considered. JOLIETTA BELLA (11) has been disappointing 
of late but is capable of shining when in the mood. 
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SELECTIONS 

JADE RENARDIER (1) - JOLIE MOME DUEM (16) - JEUNE ET JOLIE (2) - JOLIETTA 

BELLA (11) 
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C4 - PRIX DE MONTAUBAN - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 

17.500  

 
1. JAQUITO DU VALLON - Showed improvement when fourth and barefoot last time out. 
Remains barefoot and can contest the finish 

2. JASMIN DHELPA - Has truck a purple patch of form and is seeking a hat-trick of wins. Should 
fight put the finish 

3. JIMMU DU PATURAL - Has yet to win after 17 starts and has only been modest of late but did 
run better earlier this year and could play a minor role 

4. JOHAR DES CHARMES - Remains barefoot. Has yet to win a race and was well beaten in last 
four starts. Others are much preferred 

5. JIMINY CRIKET ACE - Has disqualification issues but did win nicely in October and has a 
winning chance if wise 

6. JOYAU DE BELLANDE - Much improved of late and won in September and in November. Not 
disgraced when third last time out and can contest the finish once again 

7. JUBEO VEDAQUAIS - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run and is on a long losing run 
since only win. In good form before that and can bounce to score in this line-up 

8. JAURES - More than a year since last win. Third in a claimer last time out and needs to do 
more to win this race 

9. JADIS DAIRPET - Last win was over this course and distance last year. Disappointing form 
since then and was disqualified lat time out. Others are preferred 

10. JUST ONE - Won over a similar distance last year but has struggled this year and has major 
disqualification issues. Others are preferred 

11. JANGO BELLO - Remains unshod. Only win was in July but he has lost his way since then. 
Four disqualifications in a row and is best watched this time 

12. JETLAG DU PADOUENG - Picked up only win in his penultimate start but was disqualified 
last time out. Distance suited and has a place chance 

13. JOKER DE VIETTE - Remains unshod. Unreliable and was disqualified last time out but has 
won twice this year and is capable of bouncing back to score 

14. JACKPOT THICEMA - Has yet to win after 29 starts and was disqualified last time out. 
Needs to find a few lengths to win 

15. JOYAU WINNER - Only win was over a short distance in February but has been in good form 
of late and can contest the finish once again 

Summary : JUBEO VEDAQUAIS (7) is better than his last run would suggest and can bounce 
back to score but is on a long losing run. JASMIN DHELPA (2) is at the top of his game and has 
every chance of completing a hat-trick. JIMINY CRIKET ACE (5) is not always wise but is capable 
of winning if in the mood. JOYAU DE BELLANDE (6) has been progressive of late and was not 
disgraced when third last time out. 

SELECTIONS 
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JUBEO VEDAQUAIS (7) - JASMIN DHELPA (2) - JIMINY CRIKET ACE (5) - JOYAU DE 

BELLANDE (6) 
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C5 - PRIX DE CASTERA-VERDUZAN - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Harness 

- EUR € 23.000  

 
1. IBACA - Remains unshod. Yet to win a race but has been fair of late and is capable of playing 
a minor role 

2. ILET DE JEGUN - Well tried of late without winning. Better over a short distance and is 
probably best watched this time 

3. INFATIGABLE - On a very long losing streak but he has been runner-up three times in last six 
starts and is capable of earning some more money 

4. IMANOLO - Much improved this year and won latest start. Unreliable but could be the surprise 
package of the race 

5. IERONTO - Well tried this year without winning but has been runner-up three times and is 
capable of earning some  money 

6. ILTON CADENCE - Unreliable and was well beaten last time out. Capable of doing better and 
could play a minor role 

7. IDEAL FONGUILLERES - Heavily raced of late and has not won for some time but was an 
improved third last time out. Place chance 

8. IDEAL DE BEZILLAT - On a very long losing streak. Has been disqualified in three of last four 
starts and is best watched this time 

9. INTUITIF BOY - Remains barefoot. has reached 53 starts now without winning. Fair form and 
is capable of earning some more money 

10. INVICTUS NAR - Disqualified last time out. Did better with this shoe arrangement in previous 
two starts and is capable of an upset 

11. INDIEN DE BRY - Unreliable and has been well tried this year without winning. Capable of 
earning some money but others are preferred 

12. ICARE D'ENFER - Remains barefoot. Unreliable but was not disgraced when runner-up last 
time out and can go one better 

13. INDRA DES BROUSSES - Has won twice this year including at this course but has been 
disappointing recently with some disqualifications. Others are preferred 

14. IGOR DU PLANTIS - Remains barefoot. Unreliable but did find best form when winning last 
time out. Can win again but hard to trust 

15. IGGY ROCK - Needed come back run and may need this run but is bets with this shoe 
arrangement and is capable of winning 

16. ITALO DUEM - Showed some improvement when sixth last time out. Distance suited and is 
barefoot for the first time in ages. Capable of scoring 

17. IRRATI DUEM - Clearly likes this course. Won twice here earlier this year and was third last 
time out. Go close again 
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Summary : ITALO DUEM (16) is distance suited and will be barefoot for the first time in a long 
time. He could be of some value against these rivals. IRRATI DUEM (17) loves this course and 
will contest the finish yet again. ICARE D'ENFER (12) ran well when runner-up last time out and 
deserves respect. IGOR DU PLANTIS (14) is unreliable but did win last time out and is not out of 
it. 

SELECTIONS 

ITALO DUEM (16) - IRRATI DUEM (17) - ICARE D'ENFER (12) - IGOR DU PLANTIS (14) 
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C6 - PRIX DE LANGON-LIBOURNE - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Harness - 

EUR € 20.000  

 
1. HARMONY ANGOT - Fair form of late but has not won for some time. More needed to win but 
could earn some money 

2. HERBA DE BRY - Remains barefoot. Won her penultimate start but has struggled in most of 
her runs of late and others are preferred 

3. HISTOIRE VERTE - Picked up her third career victory when scoring in July but has struggled 
in some of her runs since then. More needed to win this race but can play a minor role 

4. HIMALAYA DU FORT - Well tried this year without scoring and has been struggling of late. 
Probably best watched this time 

5. HIVAROSA DU BOCAGE - Remains barefoot. Not disgraced when fifth last time out. Capable 
of playing a minor role 

6. HEY PETITE STAR - Mostly disappointing form since winning in September but she was not 
disgraced when  fifth last time out. Place chance 

7. HEROINE DE CHENU - On a long losing streak but was not disgraced when fourth last time 
out and is barefoot this time. Might place 

8. HAVANA DOLUCIO - Remains barefoot. Returned to her best form with a good win last time 
out. Can follow up 

9. HOLY GRACE - On a very long losing streak and has major disqualification issues but did run 
well when fourth last time out and can do even better this time 

10. HERMENCE DAIRPET - Heavily tries since last win in may has only been modest. More 
needed to win but could play a minor role 

11. HARONA D'OLIVERIE - Very consistent form recently and is coming off a solid win at this 
course.  Can double up 

12. HIMALAYA NARCY - Disqualified twice in last five starts but she did win her penultimate start 
well and can bounce back to score 

Summary : HIMALAYA NARCY (12) won well in her penultimate start and that form may be good 
enough for this race. HAVANA DOLUCIO (8) returned to form with a good win last time out and 
can double up. HARONA D'OLIVERIE (11) won at this course last time out and hs been very 
consistent of late. HOLY GRACE (9) showed vast improvement last time out and could break a 
long losing run. 

SELECTIONS 

HIMALAYA NARCY (12) - HAVANA DOLUCIO (8) - HARONA D'OLIVERIE (11) - HOLY 

GRACE (9) 
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C7 - PRIX DE CASTELSARRASIN - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Harness - 

EUR € 20.000  

 
1. HARRY DE MIENNAIS - Remains barefoot. A runner up in latest at Saint-Malo in a class D 
event. Big chance if repeating that run 

2. HICOKO DU SOLEIL - Has had two runs back from a break and could be fitter. Place 
prospects 

3. HAVANO DU THAY - Reverts to barefoot. Has had one run back from a seven month break 
and might still need it but could play a minor role 

4. HOORI DU PATURAL - Reverts to barefoot. Form has been lacking and would be a shock 
winner 

5. HIPPY DE BENAC - Poor form of late and disqualified in latest. Others are preferred in this 
lineup 

6. HOPEFUL DREAM - A bit in and out of form.Unreliable but at best can contest the finish 

7. HARRY MONTAVAL - Remains barefoot. A runner up in latest and winner of penultimate. Can 
contest the finish 

8. HALMA DU BOCAGE - Reverts to barefoot. When last at this track in May was a runner up 
and has the means to fight for victory 

9. HARKONNEN - Has won six times so has some ability and should be involved at the finish 

10. HEPICETOU - Poor form and best to pass by. Others are preferred 

11. HONNEUR DE BRY - Has had one run back from a break and might still need the run 

12. HERMES D'AIROU - Remains barefoot. Has had two runs back from a break and could be 
ready to show improvement 

13. HORIZON DU THAY - Penultimate start runner up and at best could place. Shoeing 
arrangement changes 

Summary : HARRY DE MIENNAIS (1) ran well when runner-up last time out and has a winning 
chance against this company. HALMA DU BOCAGE (8) did win at this track back in May and may 
be ready to score again. HARKONNEN (9) does not always show it but is capable of winning 
when in the mood. HOPEFUL DREAM (6) is hard to trust but is capable of running well again. 

SELECTIONS 

HARRY DE MIENNAIS (1) - HALMA DU BOCAGE (8) - HARKONNEN (9) - HOPEFUL 

DREAM (6) 
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C8 - PRIX DE CHATELAILLON-LA ROCHELLE - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - 

Harness - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. FATALE D'ENFER - Has disqualification issues and has not been in good form. Pass by until 
improvement is shown 

2. GEWURZTRAMINER - Has won three of last four and if the shoeing arrangement change 
does suit can feature 

3. GASC - Unplaced last six starts and three disqualifications. Pass by until improvement is 
shown 

4. FANTASQUE D'ENFER - Improved in latest when third at Montauban in a class D event. Has 
the means to fight for victory 

5. GLAMOUR YOMA - Barefoot again. Placed third in latest and was  a winner for the fifth time in 
penultimate. Should have a say 

6. GENTIANO BELLO - Remains barefoot. Getting closer and could go one better and get into 
the winners box 

7. GOODWOOD SPORT - Barefoot again. Needs to improve on last four efforts. Place chance at 
best 

8. GUEPARD DE MONE - Barefoot again. Needs to improve on last four efforts . Others are 
preferred 

9. FEERIE DE L'ISOP - Remains barefoot. Placed fifth in latest and similar can be expected 

10. GARLIC BREAD - Has disqualification issues and has not placed since July. Others are 
preferred 

11. EPERON D'OR - Unplaced this year and will need to improve to make the frame in this field 

12. FAUCON MALTAIS - Form is poor of late and is best to pass by. Others are preferred 

13. FANDANGO GLYCINES - Remains barefooT. Been on a break and contesting Mounted 
events. Others are preferred 

14. FIGARO GRAVE - Twelve time winner and is clearly better than the last run would suggest. 
Capable of bouncing back to score 

15. FERIA DU METZ - Remains barefoot. A track and trip runner-up in latest start and can fight 
out the finish yet again 

16. FRED DE PIENCOURT - A runner up at this track in August but since then has not placed. 
Will need to show more 

Summary : FIGARO GRAVE (14) is better than his last run would suggest and was in good form 
before that and he would not be a surprise winner of the lucky last race. FERIA DU METZ (15) 
only found one better over this track and trip last time out and should be right there once again. 
GLAMOUR YOMA (5) is in good heart and is clearly not out of it. FANTASQUE D'ENFER (4) 
showed improvement when third last time out and deserves some respect. 

SELECTIONS 
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FIGARO GRAVE (14) - FERIA DU METZ (15) - GLAMOUR YOMA (5) - FANTASQUE 

D'ENFER (4) 

 


